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Features: * Prediction of Break Points: BreakPtr is the tool which predicts breakpoints for entire human chromosome. You can
obtain up to 100 predicted regions of breakpoints per chromosome. Each predicted region is generated using a minimum of 10
probes of data from one sample. * Annotate and identify dosage ratio: BreakPtr Annotator can be used to mark as the dosage
ratios between probes. For e.g. if you have a deletion in chromosome 1, then you can easily find out the dosage ratios between
chromosome 1 and 2. * Identification of Cross-Hybridization: BreakPtr can also be used to detect the cross-hybridization
regions between two chromosomes. * More Information about your Fragile Sites You can get more detailed information about
your fragile sites through FragileSiteDB. * Find out whether your Exome or your Custom-Selected Region is affected by this
disease You can find out whether your Exome or your custom-selected regions of the human genome is affected by the disease
by using any of the following link or just go to the for more information. * Free Download The latest version of BreakPtr
software is available for free download at * Usage Instructions To use BreakPtr, you should be familiar with Java programming.
Step 1: To open the program from your desktop, double click on the BPRP.jar file, if you are using a windows environment. If
you are using Linux, you have to open the jar file using a terminal as: java -jar "BreakPtr.jar" Step 2: Input the BPRP.properties
file in the same folder where you have to run the application. The BPRP.properties file should contain the following properties:
* breakpointer.data.sample.file * breakpointer.data.sample.fullpath * breakpointer.data.sample.name * sample.chrNumber *
sample.probeLength * sample.seqLength * tool.flagger.chrs.seqLength * tool.flagger.chrs.seqRange *
tool.flagger.chrs.probeRange * tool.flagger.chrs.minChrLength * tool.flagger.chrs.minStart * tool.flagger.ch
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*/ OSStatus FBSDKSharingDelegateDidFinishSharing(_FBSDKSharingDelegate *delegate, NSError *error) { return error?
error.code : 0; } /** Called when user chooses not to share an item. @param delegate The delegate. @param error The error that
occurred, if one occurred. @return Whether the action was canceled or not. */ BOOL
FBSDKSharingDelegateDidCancelSharing(_FBSDKSharingDelegate *delegate, NSError *error) { return error.code!= 0; } /**
Called to specify additional content that should be included in the token. This is used by apps to pass additional data along with
a share. Note that this method will not be called for a cancel action. @param delegate The delegate. @param content The
content to include in the token. */ void FBSDKSharingDelegateContentControllerDidCancel(_FBSDKSharingDelegate
*delegate, NSArray *content) { } /** Called when the user accepts your invitation. @param delegate The delegate. @param
invitation The invitation that was accepted. */ void FBSDKSharingDelegateInvitationController(_FBSDKSharingDelegate
*delegate, FBSDKShareInvitation *invitation) { if (invitation == [delegate invitation]) { // If we're being called due to a share,
we won't be called if the user declines the invitation. if ([delegate canShare]) [delegate shareCompleted:invitation]; } } /**
Called when the user declines your invitation. @param delegate The delegate. @param invitation The invitation that was
declined. */ void FBSDKSharingDelegateInvitationControllerDidCancel(_FBSDKSharingDelegate *delegate,
FBSDKShareInvitation *invitation) { if (invitation == [delegate invitation]) { // If we're being called due to a share, we won't be
called if the user accepts the invitation. if ([delegate canShare]) [delegate share
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System Requirements For BreakPtr:

Windows XP SP2, Windows Vista, or Windows 7 (32-bit or 64-bit) 1.8 GHz processor with 2 GB of RAM 4 GB of available
hard-disk space 1024x768 display resolution or higher DVD drive for installation Internet connection Video Game Consoles:
PlayStation 3 (PS3), Xbox 360, or Wii Account Name: Catherine Password: MyLife Origin: Steam Your PC is ready to play!
Just follow the instructions below to begin a new game
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